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We consider cosmic string cusp annihilations as a possible source of enhancement to the global
background radiation temperature in 21-cm photons at reionization. A soft photon spectrum is
induced via the Bremsstrahlung and Synchrotron emission of electrons borne out of QCD jets formed
off the cusp. The maximal energy density background comes from synchrotron induced photons with
a string tension of Gµ ∼ 10−18. In this instance, the radiation background at reionization is heated
up by 5 · 10−3 K. We find that the depth of the absorption trough (δTb) in 21-cm at reionization is
altered by one part in 104 from the strings, requiring high precision measurements to be detectable.
This mechanism cannot explain the δTb observed by the EDGES experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmic strings are one dimensional topological defects
that can form in the early universe. They form if the
universe undergoes a phase transition in which the true
vacuum state is degenerate, and not simply connected. If
they form, the string region has a small, but macroscopic,
width, and is made up of scalar and gauge particles re-
lated to the previously unbroken symmetry group (see
e.g. [1] for some reviews). Detection of these strings
would provide invaluable insights into the mathematical
structure of matter in the very early universe, and could
be an alternative to expensive particle physics experi-
ments when studying physics at these very high energies
(see e.g. [2]). The theory of cosmic strings is an elegant
one to work with, particularly because they possess only
one free parameter, the string tension µ. This parameter
is often expressed in a dimensionless way as Gµ, where
G is Newton’s gravitational constant.
The strings themselves have been proposed as candi-
dates for many unsolved mysteries in astrophysics and
cosmology. Historically they were first thought of as
a competition with inflation for providing the seeds of
the large scale structure, though this required a string
tension of Gµ ∼ 10−6 [3]. In contrast to inflation, a
cosmological model in which the fluctuations are due
to strings exclusively does not give rise to acoustic os-
cillations in the angular power spectrum of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) [4]. Detailed studies of
the acoustic peak structure of the angular power spec-
trum of the CMB now limits the string tension to val-
ues Gµ < 10−7 [5]. Since strings predict [6] lines in the
sky across which the temperature of the CMB jumps,
searches for these non-Gaussian features of string maps
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have the potential of reducing this upper bound by a cou-
ple of orders of magnitude [7]. Even if strings are only
a subdominant mechanism for structure formation, they
leave behind distinctive non-Gaussian localized signals in
the distribution of structure in the universe. Long string
segments produce wakes [8], planar overdensities, while
string loops seed compact clumps which correspond to
nonlinear density fluctuations at early times. These non-
linear seed fluctuations could yield an explanation for the
origin of globular clusters [9], fast radio bursts [10, 11],
and they could seed supermassive black holes [12]. Pro-
vided that the distribution of strings includes a scaling
distribution of string loops (which is indicated by cer-
tain numerical studies [13]), pulsar timing arrays could
provide a stronger constraint, Gµ < 10−11 coming from
the observational upper bound on the amplitude of the
stochastic gravitational wave background [14].
The energy scale η of particle physics models which
yields cosmic strings could, however, be many orders of
magnitude lower than that which yields a value of Gµ
corresponding to the upper bounds mentioned above.
The non-observation of new physics beyond the particle
physics Standard Model at the Large Hadron Collider
sets a lower bound on Gµ of the order of 10−30 (making
use of the relation µ ≃ η2). As we will review below, the
number of cosmic string loops at any given time increases
as Gµ decreases. Hence, it is possible that searching for
effects of cosmic strings in the sky might lead to a lower
bound on the cosmic string tension. In this work we will
consider possible constraints on the cosmic string tension
arising from an observational upper bound on the excess
photon radiation at redshifted 21cm wavelenghts. We
find that the strongest signal arises from very low string
tensions of Gµ ∼ 10−18, but that the predicted signal lies
below the current observational bounds.
Recently there has been some excitement regarding an
anomalous radio background detected by the ARCADE-2
experiment [15]. This experiment detected a new radi-
ation field that dominates over the CMB at low ener-
gies (ν < 1 GHz). The effective frequency dependent
2temperature of the background radiation was fitted to a
power law [16]
T (ν) = TCMB + ξTR
(
ν
ν0
)β
, (1)
with TR = 1.19 K, ν0 = 1 GHz, and a spectral index
of β = −2.62 1. Since the detected signal hasn’t been
fully disentangled from the background, the parameter ξ
sets the fraction of the excess radiation that was present
at early times. This signal is not currently explained by
radio point sources, galactic emission, or CMB spectral
distortions.
The inclusion of a new radiation field present at early
times can have a substantial effect on the 21-cm signal
predicted at reionization. When neutral hydrogen un-
dergoes the “forbidden” hyperfine transition between its
triplet and singlet state, it emits a 21-cm photon. Con-
versely, CMB photons can be absorbed by cold clouds of
neutral hydrogen by exciting hydrogen molecules to their
excited state (see e.g. [17] for a review). Thus, detec-
tion of these photons provides an accurate way to probe
the distribution of neutral hydrogen in the universe. Re-
cently, the first detection of a global (i.e. averaged over
the sky) 21-cm signal from the epoch of reionization was
reported by the EDGES experiment [18]. The global sig-
nal detected was larger than what was expected accord-
ing to the standard cosmological paradigm. While met
with some scepticism about its validity [19], we are en-
tering a time when this signal will likely be probed by
other collaborations. What is certain is that the global
21cm signal is not larger than the reported value from
the EDGES collaboration.
In this work we will compute the contribution of cosmic
string loops to the global 21cm signal 2, and we investi-
gate whether, using the value reported by the EDGES
collaboration as an upper bound for a possible signal,
constraints on the cosmic string tension can be derived.
The observable measured for such a signal is the so-
called differential brightness temperature,
δTb(ν) = Tb(ν)− TCMB , (2)
where the brightness temperature at the frequency ν is
Tb(ν) ≈ Iνc
2/2kBν
2 , (3)
where Iν is the radiation intensity at frequency ν, c is
the speed of light and kB is Boltzmann’s constant
3. The
differential brightness temperature is
δTb ∝ 1−
Tγ
Tspin
, (4)
1
TCMB is the temperature of the CMB.
2 See [20] for recent work computing the contribution of cosmic
string wakes to this signal.
3 In the following we shall use natural units in which c, kB and
Planck’s constant are set to one.
where Tγ is the temperature of the photon radiation, and
Tspin is the spin temperature of the hydrogen, a weighted
average of the CMB temperature, kinetic temperature
from collisions with other particles, and scattering by Ly-
man α photons. Interestingly, the EDGES collaboration
detected a value of δTb in absorption that was roughly
twice what was predicted by the standard cosmological
paradigm.
To explain this result, a flurry of papers were written to
either lower the spin temperature (for example, by cou-
pling to milli-charged dark matter as a way to sap energy
from the hydrogen gas [21]), or increase the background
radiation temperature. Feng and Holder showed that if
O(1%) of the radio background detected by ARCADE-2
was present at reionization, the detected brightness tem-
perature could be achieved [16].
If a distribution of cosmic string loops form, they
will naturally persist throughout most of our cosmic his-
tory. These loops possess mechanisms that allow them
to source electromagnetic radiation. We compute the
induced background of 21-cm photons present at reion-
ization by this mechanism, in an attempt to source any
part of this anomalous radio background.
In the following section, we review the cusp annihi-
lation mechanism by which non-superconducting strings
yield bursts of particles including photons. In Section
III we compute the flux of radio frequency photons pro-
duced by the distribution of cosmic string loops present
between the time trec of recombination and the time of
reionization (the time relevant for the global 21cm sig-
nal). In Section IV we then infer the contribution which
cosmic string loops make to the global 21cm signal.
II. CUSP EMISSION MECHANISM
If a phase transition in the very early universe permits
the production of cosmic strings, a network of strings will
inevitably form [22]. The network of strings consists of
both long strings (strings with curvature radius which
is comparable or larger than the Hubble radius t) and
loops. Due to their relativistic motion, the long string
network coarsens with time by splitting off string loops.
By causality [22], the string network has to persist un-
til the current time. As can be shown using analytical
arguments [1], the long string network approaches a scal-
ing solution for which the curvature radius of the strings
tracks the Hubble radius t at all times. There are good
reasons to believe that the distribution of string loops
will also approach a scaling solution [23] according to
which the statistical properties of the loop distribution
are independent of time is all lengths are scaled to t. Nu-
merical simulations [13] of the evolution of cosmic string
networks using the Nambu-Goto action (i.e. neglecting
the finite width of the strings) confirm that such a scal-
ing solution is achieved, although field theory simulations
[24] still yield a different result (in these simulations it is
the classical scalar and gauge field equations which are
3evolved). In this work, we will assume a scaling distribu-
tion of string loops.
By considering the Nambu-Goto action for a string,
one can derive its equations of motion. From these equa-
tions of motion, it follows [25] that for each string loop
with radius R, there will be at least one cusp per loop
oscillation time R−1. A cusp is a point on the string
where the string velocity reaches the speed of light, and
the string doubles back on itself. Since the string has a
finite width, at each cusp point there will be an inter-
val of length lc on the string where the two string seg-
ments (the parts of the string on either side of the cusp
point) overlap. This region is called the cusp. Whereas
a long straight string is protected against decaying by
topology, the cusp region looks like a string and an anti-
string (strings with opposite winding numbers). It is not
protected against decay, and so this overlapping region
self-annihilates (in analogy to particle - antiparticle an-
nihilation), producing a jet of gauge and scalar particles
that make up the string [26]. Previous work has been
done on high energy gamma ray and neutrino signals
from these annihilations [27] [28], but these used an in-
correct parametrization of the cusp length.
By considering special relativistic effects, one can show
that the proper parametrization for the cusp yields the
following form [29] for the cusp length
lc ∼ R
1/2w1/2 (5)
where w ∼ µ−1/2 is the microscopic width of the string
[30], and µ is the mass per unit length of the string. A
consequence of this parametrization discussed in [29] is
that we get O(1) particles produced per cusp annihila-
tion. Particles produced at the cusp are thought to decay
to superheavy fermions with mass Qf , before transfer-
ring their energy into a jet of standard model particles.
The jets thus formed are similar to those produced at
the LHC, containing pions, photons, etc. Previous works
have considered this idea [27], and by using the Pion
multiplicity function, it is possible to show that the low
energy (Epi << Qf ) spectrum of neutral and charged
pions emanating from a cusp is
dN
dE
=
15
24
µlc
Q2f
(
Qf
E
)3/2
(6)
The dominant pion decay channels are
pi0 → 2γ
pi+ → µ+ + νµ
pi− → µ− + ν¯µ
And so photons with energies Eγ > mpi will be sourced
by neutral pion decay and follow the above spectrum,
scaling with E−3/2. However, we are interested in radio
photons which are soft in comparison to the pion mass.
For these photons we cannot apply the above scaling of
the photon flux as a function of energy. Whereas there
will be primordial soft photons from jets, their spectrum
is not known (at least to us). Hence, we will consider
more robust production mechanisms for these soft pho-
tons.
We consider the decays of the charged pions into muons
(and quickly thereafter, electrons). Assuming no further
interactions of the electrons after production, they tra-
verse the universe from the time of their production un-
til today. As they travel, they interact with electric and
magnetic fields, which source the production of photons
through Bremsstrahlung and Synchrotron emission. The
pion-produced electrons will once again follow the same
spectrum above for Ee > mpi. From this distribution, we
closely follow [31] for computing the Bremsstrahlung and
Synchrotron photon spectra, which can safely be extrap-
olated down to 21-cm energies.
III. GLOBAL 21-CM SIGNAL AT
REIONIZATION FROM CUSP ANNIHILATIONS
A. Photons Produced Via Bremsstrahlung
First, let us compute the soft photon spec-
trum at reionization produced by electrons via the
Bremsstrahlung process. The distribution of electrons
produced by cusp annihilations at any one point in time
is given by integrating (6) over all of the loops present.
Loops form at a time t with a characteristic radius R =
αt, and an analysis of the decay of these loops by grav-
itational radiation [33] gives a cutoff radius Rc = γGµt,
below which loops live less than one Hubble expansion
time and for which the energy density is negligible. Here,
α ∼ 1, γ ∼ 10 are dimensionless numerical constants fit
by simulation [13]. For electrons emitted off of cusps at
a time t′′, their energy distribution is given by
dne(t
′′)
dE(t′′)dt′′
=
∫ αt′′
γGµt′′
nR,loops(t
′′)
dN
dE
1
R
dR , (7)
where the factor of 1/R comes from the fact that cusp an-
nihilations occur on average once every oscillation time,
1/R, and nR,loops is the number density of loops.
The loop distribution follows a scaling solution which
for R > γGµt is given by [1]
nR,loops(t) =


νR−5/2t−3/2 t < teq
νR−5/2t
1/2
eq t−2 t > teq tf < teq
νR−2t−2 t > teq tf > teq
(8)
where ν is a coefficient of the order one 4 which is de-
termined from numerical simulations [13], and teq is the
time of equal matter and radiation. We take Qf ∼ η,
4 This constant has nothing to do with the frequency ν used earlier
in the text.
4the symmetry breaking scale at which the strings formed
(note also that η ≃ µ1/2). The integral over R is domi-
nated by the lower cutoff radius γGµt. For values of Gµ
smaller than the current upper bound, loops of such radii
are produced in the radiation phase. On the other hand,
we only consider the contribution of electrons after the
time of recombination to the global 21cm signal. Hence,
when evaluating the integral (7), we must use the expres-
sion for the loop distribution given in the second line of
the above equation. Hence, the dominant piece of this
integral yields
dne(t
′′)
dE(t′′)dt′′
∼ νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2t1/2eq t
′′−4
· E(t′′)−3/2G−1/2 .
(9)
This expression gives us the energy spectrum of electrons
emitted from cusps at time t′′.
The next step is to determine the spectrum of electrons
present at time t′ coming from electrons emitted from
cusps at earlier times t′′. To obtain this, we integrate
over time from recombination to some t′ > trec to deter-
mine the electron distribution from all cusp annihilations
over that timeframe. We have to take into account both
the redshifting of the electron number density and the
Jacobian of the energy ratio. By noting that the Jaco-
bian transformation between energies at different times
is
E3/2(t′′)
dne(t
′′)
dE(t′′)
= E3/2(t′)
dne(t
′)
dE(t′)
(
t′
t′′
)1/3 (
t′
t′′
)2
(10)
and including the redshifting of the number density of
the electrons, we find
dne(t
′)
dE(t′)
= νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2t1/2eq E(t
′)−3/2G−1/2
×
∫ t′
trec
dt′′
(
t′′
t′
)1/3(
t′′
t′
)2
t′′−4 (11)
∼ νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2G−1/2E(t′)−3/2t1/2eq t
′−7/3t−2/3rec
Now that we have a time dependent expression for the
electron distribution, we can compute the induced soft
photon spectrum. Following [31], in the weak shielding
limit the induced photon distribution per unit time is
dnγ(t
′)
dE(t′)dt′
≈
(
8
3
m−1/2pi
)
αemr
2
0Ke(t
′)E(t′)−1
∑
s
ns(t
′)φ˜w ,
(12)
where αem is the EM fine structure constant, r0 is the
reduced Compton wavelength of the electrons, r0 = m
−1
e ,
ns is the number density of a species of charged particles
that our induced electrons interact with (we include a
summation over different types of scatterers), and φ˜w ∼
300 is a dimensionless weak shielding coefficient (its value
is taken from that of neutral hydrogen). This expression
is for a power law of electrons going as E−3/2, and Ke is
set by the expression dne(t
′)/dE(t′) = Ke(t
′)E(t′)−3/2 5.
To obtain the photon spectrum at the time t when the
global 21cm signal is computed, we must integrate the
above result (12) in time over all times when photons
can travel without scattering, i.e. from trec to time t. In
computing this integral, we must take into account the
Jacobian arising from converting E(t′) to E(t) which is
E(t′)
dnγ(t
′)
dE(t′)
= E(t)
dnγ(t)
dE(t)
(
t
t′
)2
(13)
as well as the redshifting of the number density of pho-
tons. Integrating over time and including the above-
mentioned effects, the spectrum of soft photons by
Bremsstrahlung emission is
dnγ(t)
dE(t)
≈ νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2G−1/2(Λφ˜w)E(t)
−1t1/2eq t
−2/3
rec
×
∫ t
trec
(
ns(t)
(
t
t′
)2)(
t′
t
)2
t′−7/3dt′ (14)
∼ νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2G−1/2(Λφ˜wns(t))E(t)
−1t1/2eq t
−2
rec ,
where
Λ =
8
3
αemr
2
0m
−1/2
pi . (15)
Note that the integral is dominated by the earliest times,
i.e. trec. Note that the amplitude of the spectrum in-
creases as Gµ decreases, the reason being that the in-
crease in the number of loops as Gµ decreases is a more
important factor than the decrease in the cusp energy of
an individual loop 6.
At first glance it appears that as the value of the string
tension decreases one would get a large and observable
signal. However, as was shown in [32], there is a crossover
value of Gµ below which gravitational radiation is not
the dominant decay mechanism, and cusp annihilation
becomes the more efficient method to lose energy. As-
suming that cusp radiation dominates over gravitational
radiation, one obtains an effective cutoff radius in the
loop distribution which at time t is
Rcuspc =
(
3
2
µ−1/4β−1t
)2/3
, (16)
with β ∼ 10 being a parameter that measures how cir-
cular the loops are on average (perfectly circular loops
have β = 2pi). If Rcuspc is larger than the gravitational
5 To obtain this expression, we consider the spectrum of photons
produced by a single high energy electron, and then integrate
over the distribution of electrons computed above.
6 This phenomenon was already seen in the computations of the
high energy gamma and neutrino fluxes from string loops.
5radiation cutoff radius γGµt the cusp annihilation is the
dominant decay process.
For values of Gµ below the value where the gravita-
tional cutoff radius equals Rcuspc at the time of recom-
bination (the time which dominates in the integrals we
perform), the computation of the soft photon distribu-
tion has to be redone, replacing the gravitational cutoff
radius by Rcuspc .This yields a soft photon spectrum of
dncuspγ (t)
dE
≈ νβ4/3(Gµ)5/6G−5/6E(t)−1(Λφ˜wns(t))
×t1/2eq
∫ t
trec
dt′t′−7/3 ln
(
t′
trec
)
. (17)
In this region of values of Gµ, the signal decreases as µ
decreases. Hence, we see that the largest soft photon sig-
nal is produced by values of Gµ where the gravitational
radiation cutoff equals Rcuspc at trec.
By equating the cutoff radii in the two regimes, the
crossover value of the string tension can be derived. This
value depends on time tc and is
Gµ =
((
2
3
)2/3
γβ2/3G−1/6t1/3c
)−6/7
. (18)
Equivalently, we can fix Gµ, and in this case for times
before tc cusp annihilation is the dominant decay mech-
anism, and for times after, gravitational radiation takes
over. Taking our crossover time to be recombination,
we find that
dnγ(t)
dE is the proper expression for Gµ >
10−18, and for smaller values of the tension we must use
dncuspγ (t)
dE .
B. Photons Produced Via Synchrotron
Next, we consider the soft photon produced by Syn-
chrotron emission over the same timeframe. The compu-
tation of dne(t
′)/dE(t′) proceeds in the same way as for
the Bremsstrahlung computation. From [31], the induced
Synchrotron spectrum from a power law distribution of
electrons, from recombination to reionization, is
dnγ(t
′)
dE(t′)dt′
=
2De(t
′)e3
me
B(t′)(p+1)/2
(
3e
4pime
)(p−1)/2
×a(p)E(t′)−(p+1)/2(2pi)(p−1)/2 , (19)
where B(t′) is the magnetic field at time t′, a(p) is a di-
mensionless constant of order 10−1, and De(t
′) is defined
by the equation
dne(t
′)
dΓ′
=
De(t
′)
4pi
Γ′−p , (20)
where Γ′ = E(t′)/me. For our case, De(t
′) is
De(t
′) = 4piγ−2(Gµ)−3/2G−1/2m−1/2e t
1/2
eq t
−2/3
rec t
′−7/3 .
(21)
As well, the power law is unchanged for the electrons
so p = 3/2. In deriving this expression, it was assumed
that the cusp was an isotropic emitter of electrons. If a
more detailed analysis is required, one must take into ac-
count the fact that the QCD jets coming off the cusp are
beamed into a solid angle related to the strong coupling
constant [27].
To obtain the photon spectrum at some late time t,
we must integrate over the rate of production at earlier
times t′, taking into accouint the redshifting of the num-
ber density, and of the Jacobian transformation of the
energies, which for this power law integral is
E5/4(t′)
dnγ(t
′)
dE′
= E5/4(t)
dnγ(t)
dE(t)
(
t
t′
)1/6 (
t
t′
)2
.
(22)
The computation yields a photon spectrum of
dnγ(t)
dE(t)
= ΩE−5/4(t)(Gµ)−3/2t1/2eq t
−2/3
rec
×
∫ t
trec
dt′
(
B(trec)
(
trec
t′
)4/3)5/4
×
(
t′
t
)1/6(
t′
t
)2
t′−7/3 (23)
= Ω(Gµ)−3/2E−5/4(t)B5/4(trec)t
1/2
eq t
1/6
rec t
−13/6 ,
with
Ω = 4pi
2e3
m
3/2
e
(
3e
2me
)1/4
a
(
3
2
)
γ−2G−1/2 . (24)
Since we intend to use the upper bound on the magnitude
of the B field from CMB observations, we have replaced
B(t′) by B(trec), taking into account the appropriate red-
shift factor. Similarly to the Bremsstrahlung analysis,
this spectrum is only valid for 10−18 < Gµ when gravita-
tional radiation is the dominant decay mechanism. For
smaller values of Gµ, we again use the cutoff radius for
cusp decay, and find
dncuspγ (t)
dE
= Ω′E(t)−5/4B5/4(trec)(Gµ)
5/6t1/2eq
×
∫ t
trec
dt′
(
trec
t′
)5/3 (
t′
t
)13/6
t′−7/3 ln
(
t′
trec
)
= Ω′(Gµ)5/6E−5/4(t)B5/4(trec)t
1/2
eq t
5/3
rec t
−13/6
×
∫ t
trec
dt′t′−11/6 ln
(
t′
trec
)
, (25)
with
Ω′ = 4pi
2e3
m
3/2
e
(
3e
2me
)1/4
a
(
3
2
)
β4/3G−5/6 (26)
The above expressions must be evaluated and compared
to the energy density in the CMB at 21-cm wavelengths
to infer any possible effects.
6IV. COMPARISON WITH THE CMB
The first measurements of the global 21-cm signal at
reionization have started to come back [18], and they
seem to be in tension with current theory computations.
In addition, the ARCADE-2 experiment has detected an
anomalous radio background that may have some cos-
mological origin [15]. The global 21-cm signal is charac-
terized by an absorption depth (δT ), and a shape. The
signal reported by the EDGES experiment indicates that
this depth may be twice as deep as was expected. The
depth goes as δT ∝ Tr/Tspin, where Tr is the back-
ground radiation temperature at that time. Hence, a
larger depth of the signal could be explained either by
decreasing the spin temperature or by increasing the pho-
ton temperature. Usually, the radiation temperature Tr
is taken to be Tr = TCMB. However, if there is extra pro-
duction of soft photons then Tr can be boosted. As we
have seen, cosmic string cusp annihilation leads to a flux
of soft photons and hence increases the effective radia-
tion temperature at 21cm frequencies. In this section we
will compute the magnitude of the resulting absorption
feature.
The energy density at 21-cm in the CMB at reioniza-
tion is given in natural units by
dρCMB
dE
=
8pih
c3
E3
ehE/kT − 1
≈ E2T
≈ 10−40 GeV 3 (27)
when computed at a temperature of Treion = 50 K. We
wish to compute the ratio of the energy density from our
string induced soft photon spectra, to that in the CMB.
We define this ratio as
F =
dρ21−cm/dE
dρCMB/dE
(28)
where the energy density in 21-cm at reionization can
be evaluated by computing E21
dnγ(treion)
dE with E21 ∼
10−15 GeV .
In the Bremsstrahlung analysis, the scatterers which
contribute are the ionized particles which are present af-
ter recombination. The ionization fraction f drops from
f = 1 close to recombination to f ∼ 10−4 at later times
(but before reionization) [34]. We hence use
ns(t) = fρB(t)m
−1
B , (29)
where ρB is the baryon density and mB is the baryon
(hydrogen) mass. The ratio F then becomes
F ∼ νγ−2(Gµ)−3/2f
mpl
mB
(mpl
mpi
)1/2(Trec
E
)2(r0
t0
)2
×
t2/3t
1/3
eq
trec
( t0
t
)2
, (30)
where t0 is the present time.
With this, the ratio in energy densities in 21-cm at
reionization (for interesting values of Gµ) is
FBrem ∼ 10
−26 For Gµ = 10−7 (31)
FBrem ∼ 10
−10 For Gµ = 10−18 .
The ratio peaks at Gµ ∼ 10−18 when the crossover oc-
curs, and drops off as (Gµ)5/6 for smaller values.
In the case of Synchrotron radiation, we give an upper
bound on the possible effect by using the upper bound
on the primordial magnetic field obtained by the analysis
of the CMB. The bound is [35]
B(trec) < 10
−9Gauss , (32)
with appropriate redshifting to later times. Using this
input, we find that the resulting upper bounds on the
fraction F for these same values of Gµ are
FSync ∼ 10
−23 For Gµ = 10−7 (33)
FSync ∼ 10
−6 For Gµ = 10−18 .
Once again, the maximal energy density in 21-cm radia-
tion peaks at the crossover value of Gµ when evaluated
at the time trec.
The total energy density will be a superposition of
the photons produced by Bremsstrahlung and by Syn-
chrotron emission. Though Synchrotron seems to win by
about 3−4 orders of magnitude, we urge the reader to be
cautious since we have used an upper bound on the pri-
mordial magnetic field and, in addition, a more detailed
Synchrotron analysis (taking into account the beaming
angle of the cusp emission, for example), may change the
Synchrotron prediction considerably.
In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, we find that the maximum
induced temperature coming from a background of syn-
chrotron photons sourced by cusp annihilations is
T stringssync ∼ 5 · 10
−3 K . (34)
We can compute the differential brightness tempera-
ture at reionization from the expression
δTb = 27xHI
(
1−
Tr
Ts
)√
1 + z
10
0.15
Ωmh2
(
Ωbh
2
0.023
)
mK
(35)
Where xHI is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, and Ts is
the spin temperature of the hydrogen gas. We also define
Tr = TCMB + T
strings
sync + T
strings
Brem (36)
As our new background temperature. We parametrize
our enhancement over the standard CMB signal as
δTb
δTCMBb
= 1 +
T stringssync + T
strings
Brem
TCMB − Ts
(37)
Where δTCMBb is the differential brightness temperature
in the case where the whole background is sourced by the
7CMB only. At reionization the spin and background tem-
peratures can be calculated using the 21cmFAST code
[16] with TCMB ∼ O(10) K and Ts ∼ O(1) K. This im-
plies our maximum departure from standard CMB pre-
dictions is
δTb
δTCMBb
∼ 1 +O(10−4) (38)
Thus, a precision of one part in 104 is required by future
experiments to constrain even the strongest of our sig-
nals. Currently, the only global measurement of this sig-
nal is from the EDGES collaboration, who are reporting
a signal twice as strong as expected from CMB consider-
ations alone (δTEDGESb /δT
CMB
b ∼ 2). Our mechanism
cannot explain this EDGES signal, though it could still
have a small effect on the depth of the absorption trough
that could be constrained if precision measurements of
this global 21-cm signal are achieved.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we have considered the effects of cusp
annihilations of cosmic strings on the radio frequency
radiation background present at reionization. We have
utilized the fact that QCD jets emanating from cusp an-
nihilations will produce a cascade of neutral and charged
pions, which will quickly decay into electrons. These elec-
trons interact with the dilute gas of hydrogen that exists
between recombination and reionization, inducing a soft
photon spectrum via Bremsstrahlung and Synchrotron
radiation.
We have computed number density and energy density
distributions for both of these processes. These compu-
tations are valid for any Eγ < mpi and any time between
recombination and reionization. For our purposes, we
computed the additional contribution to the background
radiation temperature in 21-cm at reionization, in the
hopes of using the upper bound on the global 21cm ab-
sorption signal at times of reionization to constrain the
cosmic string tension. We found that the induced effect
of cosmic strings increases as the string tension decreases,
hence opening the possibility that a lower bound on the
string tension could be establshed. However, since for low
string tensions cusp annihilation becomes the dominant
string decay mechanism and changes the string loop dis-
tribution, we found that the soft photon spectrum from
strings peaks at a valuie of Gµ ∼ 10−18, and that even
for that value of Gµ, the soft photons from cusp anni-
hilation do not have a sufficient impact on the radiation
temperature to yield an effect on the global 21cm signal
which exceeds the upper bound set by the EDGES ex-
periment (recall that we are using the value reported in
[18] as an upper bound on the possible effect).
Concerning the Bremsstrahlung effect, we have not
taken into account electrons produced from cosmic string
cusp annihilations before the time of recombination. Tak-
ing these into account could potentially increase the cos-
mic string signal.
Concerning the effect due to Synchrotron radiation, we
should note that the computation of the emission spec-
trum uses a simplifying assumption that the cusp emis-
sion is isotropic, which is not the case. A more detailed
analysis taking the beaming effect into account might
change the amplitude of dρ/dE.
As well, backreaction on the cusp may also reduce any
observational signal. Gravitational backreaction is capa-
ble of reducing the cusp region, yielding a decrease in the
emitted energy off of a cusp [36].
As a conclusion, we find that cosmic string cusp anni-
hilation provides too weak of a soft photon flux to lead
to constraints on the parameter space of the theory. We
have, however, neglected soft photons produced directly
from the jets. At the current time we do not know how
to predict the magnitude of this effect.
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